COMPACT AND FOR
HIGHEST DEMANDS.
TEA ENJOYMENT
IN PERFECTION.

WK 3473 Tea and water kettle Deluxe Mini

 'Easy Tea Select' function with 5 pre-selected programmes:
temperature and infusion time perfectly matching the type of tea used

 adjustable temperature settings: 40°C – 100°C in 5°C-steps:
versatile use - makes tea, instant drinks, baby food and much more

 temperature and infusion time individually adjustable
for a unique tea experience, exactly as you like it

 'Be-Silent' function: acoustic signal can be disabled if desired
 adjustable infusion time: 1 – 15 minutes with acoustic signal on completion
 high-grade stainless steel base with illuminated control buttons and LED display
Further advantages
-

high-grade housing in st. steel and glass fully resistant to temperature change

-

automatic keep-hot function: keeps drinks warm for at least 30 minutes

-

integral temperature sensor for greatest precision
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WK 3473 Tea and water kettle Deluxe Mini

'Easy Tea Select' function with 5
pre-selected programmes:
Temperature and infusion time
perfectly matching the type of tea
used. For fruit, black, Oolong, white
and green teas.

'Be-Silent' function: acoustic signal
can be disabled if desired.

Temperature and infusion time
individually adjustable:
For a unique tea experience, exactly as
you like it.

Detachable lid and extra-large
opening for easy cleaning.

Fine-mesh stainless steel tea filter,
with handle for extra safety.

Adjustable temperature settings:
40°C – 100°C in 5°C-steps.
Versatile use - makes tea, instant
drinks, baby food and much more.

High-grade housing in stainless
steel and glass fully resistant to
temperature change.
360° central-cordless-system,
accessibe from any angle.

High-grade stainless steel base with
illuminated control buttons and LED
display.
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WK 3473 Tea and water kettle Deluxe Mini

For technology fans
-

wattage: approx. 2200 W

-

capacity: approx. 1.0 l water, approx. 0.75 l tea

-

colour: glass / brushed stainless-steel / black

-

‘Quick boil and tea function’ for selecting 100°C or tea mode for herbal teas, at the simple touch of a
button

-

automatic switch-off

-

360° central cordless system, accessible from any angle

-

concealed heating element

-

thermal safety cut-out

-

pouring spout

-

non-slip feet

-

cable storage

logistics data:
weight approx. 1.2 kg, gross weight (incl. packaging) approx. 1.7 kg
measurements packaging: 19.2 x 24 x 22.5 cm
display carton, PU 4 pcs.
EAN 4008146030796
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